Office 365 Services and Solutions

Drive Business Productivity with MS Office in the Cloud
Bringing Modern Workplace to Life

Microsoft’s Office365 is the industry leading, cloud-based productivity solution that is defining the future of collaboration for us. It has empowered workforces to work from anywhere, anytime, any device, by providing a quick, easy, and secure access to emails, calendars, Microsoft Office applications, instant messaging (IM), and web conferencing and file sharing, that result in— Modern Workplace.

AgreeYa can help you build these capabilities to make you a digital business with Office365, with our skills, expertise, insights, and unique abilities.

Our Suite of Microsoft Office 365 Services

Microsoft Teams
Microsoft Teams brings people, conversations, and content together to make collaboration easy.

Microsoft Planner
Microsoft Planner is an application on Microsoft Office 365 platform, used for planning.

Microsoft Office 365 Groups
A service developed for collaboration with your teammates while scheduling meetings, writing documents, working on project plans, creating spreadsheets, or sending email.

Microsoft Streams
Microsoft Streams is built for companies to upload, share, and play back video messages and make collaboration swift.

SharePoint Online
Cloud-based collaboration and knowledge-sharing that empowers teamwork, quick information-sharing, and seamless collaboration across the organization.

Skype for Business
Next generation communication solution that transforms business interactions from conflicted and disconnected communications to an engaging and collaborative experience.

Power BI
Power BI empowers you to gather business insights from stored data and create stunning interactive visualization with reduced costs.

Exchange Online
Hosted email for businesses that lets you work from anywhere, while providing an access to its best practices, tools, resources, and experts.

Our Service Model
Office 365 is not a one-size-fits-all solution. AgreeYa’s experts go through extensive research to deliver a package that not only meets your needs but also allows you to take productivity to the next level. AgreeYa’s service model flow:
Why Choose Us

Multi-Domain Experience
Rich experience in delivering solutions and services on a variety of Microsoft technologies in various industries: BFSI, healthcare, manufacturing, retail, and telecommunications domains.

Proven Competency
Successful engagements with more than 200 organizations ranging from Fortune 100 clients to small companies.

Global Service Footprint
Global delivery capability built upon AgreeYa’s O3 delivery model (onsite, offsite, offshore) ensures business continuity, backed by 24/7 support from subject matter experts around the world.

Strong Partner Alliance
We have a long and strategic partnership with vendors who are top niche players; such as Microsoft, Amazon Web Services, Red Hat Ready, Dell Preferred Partner, Quest Partner Circle and more. These enable AgreeYa to provide priority features to clients faster than the competitors.

Customized Solutions
Tailor-made Office 365 solutions tightly integrated into your existing infrastructure, business applications without effecting your critical operations.

Quality that Qualifies Industry Standards
We are committed to deliver quality, with our ISO 9001:2015 and CMMI-certified processes that meet the statutory and regulatory requirements of our product or service.

Managed Services
End-to-end service delivery capabilities ranging from implementation to upgrade, migration, training, and support.

Our Success Stories

A Government Body Engaged AgreeYa to migrate the intranet portal to SharePoint Online
Challenge was to migrate the existing portal and redesign the branding to enhance the look and feel. AgreeYa migrated 46GB of content & pages from existing MOSS 2007 SP2 to Office 365 to SharePoint Online, while also enhancing the portal branding.

A Leading Biotechnology Company Capture Competitive Intelligence (CI) and Streamline disseminate of information
The client faced a major organizational challenge, where its BAI Team needed to capture Competitive Intelligence (CI) and disseminate the information within the organization, among different sets of employees. AgreeYa followed a rigorous process of stitching multiple technologies together in a system, and offered the Competitive Intelligence (CI) portal as its result. It works by capturing all Competitive Intelligence through automated process, and storing it in this portal (under various groups), making it a reservoir of all the relevant information.

Pioneers in Almond Industry Migrated SharePoint 2010 environment to Office365
The pressure to drive innovation that results in cost reduction, was the major challenge for the client. As part of AgreeYa offered solutions, SharePoint 2010 environment was migrated to Office365, to implement a flexible environment in terms of changing business requirements, standards and legal requirements, communication patterns, and work processes & reporting. It allows maintenance cost cutting, easier and faster implementation of new requirements.
About AgreeYa

AgreeYa is a global systems integrator delivering competitive advantage for its customers through software, solutions, and services. Established in 1999, AgreeYa is headquartered in Folsom, California, with a global footprint and a team of more than 1,700 staff across offices. AgreeYa works with 500+ organizations ranging from Fortune 100 firms to small and large businesses across industries such as Telecom, BFSI, Healthcare, Pharma/Life Sciences, Utility, Technology, Public sector and others.

AgreeYa has received considerable recognition in the industry for its technology leadership, quality processes, and customer success that includes Microsoft Gold partner, SEI CMMI, ISO 9001:2015. We engage with our customer as a trusted partner to live our motto “…building our future on your success”.

AgreeYa’s software portfolio includes QuickApps (award winning suite of SharePoint web apps and pre-built templates - www.quickapps.agreeya.com), Site Administrator (gain insight for improved compliance and governance of your SharePoint environment - www.siteadmin.agreeya.com), Recovery Manager (solution for rapid and scalable SharePoint content restores - www.recoverymanager.agreeya.com), BeatBlip (simplify software test automation - www.beatblip.com), and Cogent (comprehensive end-to-end case management solution for collections and law firms - www.cogentcollections.com).

As part of its solutions and services offerings, AgreeYa provides intranet/portal, content management, and collaboration, cloud and infrastructure solutions, business intelligence and big data analytics, product engineering, application development and management, independent software testing, and staffing (IT, Non-IT, and risk/compliance/AML) solutions.

For more information, visit www.agreeya.com